
What makes a great teacher great? Identifying your opportunities for

growth 

What the science says about learning and how we can implement that

for our clients for powerful training experiences

Being able to create movement helps you avoid burnout, increases

community accessibility and keeps you and the client inspired. 

Learn to see what is going right or wrong in an individual body and

movement pattern

Physical motor skills: broaden awareness of universal movement

concepts

Curiosity creates potential and possibility for movement

Successful giving and receiving feedback 

Communicate better and stronger through your cues

Implementing the neuroscience of learning 

Ingredients of a Great Teacher

How Do We Learn Best?

Movement Generation and Variations

Communication, Cues and Corrections (Part 1) 
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More than words! Body language, tone, volume, intention, room

placement… lots more tools for your toolbox! 

When and how can we communicate with them better. 

Develop problem solving skills through physical interpretations

Throughout the course, get helpful feedback on your teaching in 3

forms: live, written and video. 

Introduction to the Cooperative Process, a powerful tool for healthy

relationships, studios and communities 

Discover what makes you and your method unique 

Find your teaching “voice” both literally and figuratively 

Deepen your kinesthetic awareness by building a sustainable personal

practice 

Banishing imposter syndrome (or at least knowing what to do when she

rears her head) 

Communication, Cues and Corrections (Part 2) 

Mentorship and Feedback

Your authentic teaching
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Coaching methods that will increase client compliance by helping (you)

and them understand and achieve their goals. 

Encourage goal setting and achievement levels

Creating Community and Atmosphere

Learn how class structure influences class atmosphere, energy and

movement and how to use this to your advantage 

Structure your classes quickly and efficiently to save time and reduce

your stress level. 

Learn different planning and organizing methods and strategies that you

can personalize and adapt to make your own. 

What we love, what we hate and how to make it work for you (and why

that matters) 

How does social media affect, help and hinder our work as movement

professionals 

Coaching Better and Strong Communities

Planning and Structuring 

Social Media
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